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Absmm-This paper presents an molylie model for characterizing the 
trrflie in wireless netwrks wing IEEE 802.11 ps the MAC protomL The 
results of this paper are aimed at BUing the existing void crested by the sb- 
senee of m y  aeeur~te mod& or undmtnnding of wlrelss 1rsfEBc. eritlcd for 
effective performnee evslu*tion. Our results show lhnt the behavior of*- 
less taflic c m  vary rlg”iflesntly from the charneteristies oftraffic in wired 
networks. We show that lhe operating mechanism of802.11 MAC kids  to 
“pacing” in lhe wireless trsfBc. Additionally, the intersrrlvsl Umes are best 
characterbed by P multimodal distribution, in sharp contrast to the models 
used for for *d networks. The ~nrlytle model has been verifted through 
extensive slmolstions and is applicable to both ad hoe and lnlrlstruetum 
based wireless networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inspite of a lot of research efforts in the area of wireless net- 
working, very little or nothing has been done about modeling of 
the wireless traffic. Authors till date have proposed improve- 
ments to connectivity, mobility, energy (battery power), signal 
strength and contention. Most of the results reported for wire- 
less networks have been obtained with IEEE 802.11 serving as 
the MAC specification primarily due to its popularity and greater 
acceptance over other protocols. Existing work on characterizing 
the behavior of 802.1 1 MAC has concentrated around modeling 
its performance and capacity [2], [9]. Work has also been con- 
ducted on improving the 802.11 MAC a? reported in [ I], [ IO] 
and the references therein. A trace based study of traffic self- 
similarity in wireless networks is presented in [SI. We strongly 
believe that a good traffic model is an essential building block for 
advanced research in networking, wired or wireless. It is with 
this goal in mind that we present a comprehensive analytic traffic 
model for wireless networks in this paper. The choice of IEEE 
802.11 as the underlying MAC for our analysis was motivated by 
the facts mentioned ..~ earlier about its widespread deployment and 
popularity. 

Our analysis shows that the mechanism of operation of 802.11 
MAC leads to pacing in the TCP traffic making the inter*val 
times at a busy station (a station acting as a router or a d e S  
nation for many flows) distributed in discrete slots. We present 
our analysis for both the infrastructure and the ad-hoc networks 
and show that the model stays valid in both the cases. The ana- 
lytic model is cross verified with the simulation results obtained 
with ns-I simulator. Our results show that in contrast to wired 
networks, the interarrival time distribution in wireless networks 
shows evidence of pacing induced by the MAC protocol and the 
interarrival times have a multimodal distribution, 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section I1 we 
give a brief introduction of concepts used in this paper. An an- 
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alytic model of the 802.11 MAC behavior for the TCP traffic is 
presented in SectionIII. We extend our analytical results to ad- 
hoc systems in Section 111-B. We present the simulation results 
used in Section Tv. Section V summarizes the paper’s contribu- 
tions. 

11. INTRODUCTION TO IEEE 802.1 1 MAC 
The IEEE 802.1 1 standard [4] covers both the physical (PHY) 

and the medium access control (MAC) layer of wireless net- 
works. The standard specifies that a network can be configured in 
two different ways: infrastructure and ad-hoc. The IEEE 802.1 1 
MAC layer is responsible for a structured channel access scheme 
and is implemented using a Distributed Coordination Function 
(DCF) based on the Carrier Sense Medium Access with Colli- 
sion Avoidance (CSMMCA) protocol. 

In a network with a CSMMCA MAC protocol, each node with 
a packet to transmit first senses the channel to ascertain whether 
it is in use. If the channel is sensed to be idle for an interval 
greater than the Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS), the node 
proceeds with its transmission. If the channel is sensed as busy, 
the node defers transmission till the end of the ongoing transmis- 
sion. The node then initializes its backqfftimer, which has the 
granularity of a bnckofldot, with a randomly selected backoflin- 
fervu/ and decrements this timer everytime it senses the channel 
to be idle. Along-with the Collision Avoidance, 802.11 uses a 
positive acknowledgment (ACK) scheme. For every packet re- 
ceived correctly, the receiver waits for a brief period, called the 
Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS), before it transmits the ACK. 

In addition, to account for the “hidden node” problem in wue- 
less LANs [4], 802.1 1 MAC uses a reservation based scheme. A 
station with a packet to transmit sends an Ready To Send (RTS) 
packet to the receiver and the receiver responds with a Clear To 
Send (CTS) packet if it is willing to accept the packet and is cur- 
rently not busy. This RTSKTS exchange is detected by all the 
nodes within hearing distance of either the sender or receiver or 
both and they defer their transmissions till the current transmis- 
sion is complete. The basic operation of the CSMA/CA based 
MAC protocol oFIEEE 802.1 1 is shown in Figure 1, 
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Fig. 2. The netwodt models assumed in thrs paper: (a) BSS wilh fixed base 
mion and (b) an ad hoc network 

111. MODELING INTER-ARRIVAL TIMES 
In this section we develop the analytic model to characterize 

the inter-arrival times of packets arriving at the base station or an 
intermediate point ("router") in an ad hoc network. We denote 
the transmission rate of the wireless links by C bitdsec. Also, 
we are not concerned with issues of mobility here since we are 
interested in the traffic dynamics at a node which is being used 
by a set of other nodes. 

The set of nodes n can send packets of different lengths and in 
the following derivation we restrict the possible packet lengths to 
two values: L1 and LZ bits to correspond to data and acknowl- 
edgment (ACK) packets respectively. However, this model can be 
easily extended to account for arbitrary packet size distributions. 
We consider that all nodes have packets to send at all points in 
time and the throughput is limited by other network related fac- 
tors. 

In order to model the interarrival times, we first analyze the 
back-off mechanism associated with the exponential back-off 
mechanism of the 802.1 1 MAC protocol's Collision Avoidance 
mechamsm. The full details of the back-off scheme are given in 
[4]. With multiple nodes contending for the channel, once the 
channel is sensed idle for a DIFS, each node with a packet to 
transmits decrements its backoff timer. The node whose timer 
expires first begins transmission and the remaining nodes stop 
their timer and defer their transmission. Once a node goes into 
collision avoidance or the exponential back-off phase, we denote 
the number of slots that it waits beyond a DIFS period before ini- 
tiating transmission by BC. This back-off counter is calculated 
from 

where the function rnd ( ) returns a pseudo-random number uni- 
formly distributed in [0,1] and CW(k)  represents the contention 
window after k unsuccessful transmission attempts. At the end 
of k unsuccessful attempts, C W ( k )  is given by 

BC = int (md() . C W ( k ) )  (1) 

C W ( ~ )  = min (~~,,,,2~-'Cbt',;,) (2) 

Also, let the probability that a transmission attempt is unsuccess- 
ful, i.e., the probability of a collision be denoted by p. Then, the 
probability that CW = W is given by 

I - p )  for w = z~-'CW,;, 
for W = CW,,, 

(3) 

Pr{CW = W }  = 

. .  
where n = logz(CW,,,/CW,i,) and k 5 n. The probability 
that back-off counter BC = i ,  1 5 i 5 CW,,,, is then given 
by 

(4) 
The expected value of the hack-off counter is then given by 

( 5 )  
1 - P - P(2P)" CW,i" 

2 
E[BC] = 

1 - 2p 
Once the back-off counter value is selected after each unsuc- 

cessful transmission attempt, this value is decremented everytime 
the node senses an idle DIFS in the channel. However, if some 
other node transmits before the BC value of the tagged node is 
decremented to 0, the counter is stopped. At the end of the next 
idle DIFS interval, h s  node only has to wait till the residuul 
value of BC is decremented to 0. Note that the generation of 
values for the BC at every unsuccessful transmission constitute 
a discrete renewal process. Using the results for the residual time 
distribution for discrete time processes [8], the residual time dis- 
tribution for the back-off counter is given by 

where R represents the residual time and 1 5 k 5 CW,,,,. 
Note that while this is the residual time distribution only after the 
first idle DIFS, we use the above expression lo approximate the 
residual time of the back-off counter at the end of the subsequent 
idle DIFSs. 

With N nodes contending for the channel and decrementing 
their back-off counters simultaneously, the number of back-off 
slots from the end of the first idle DIFS period till the next packet 
transmission is the minimum of the residual times of the contend- 
ing nodes. This distribution is given by 

p r { M S k }  = l - r I ( l - P r { R < k } )  (7) 
i=l 

where Ri, 1 2 i S N represents the residuai time at node i and in 
the final expression, we assume that all the Ri's are independent 
and identically distributed. We add here that from the results of 
[9], the probability of collision p can be obtained by solving the 
following equation: 

(8) 
2 N - 1  

I + - N  1 - P -  PPP)"  - 
p 1 - 2 p  --( CW,," 3 ) T  
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Fig. 3. Packet arrivals and departures at node B with em-directional data flow. 

A .  Wireless Nehwrkr with Infrastructure 
We now consider the network depicted in Figure 2 (a) where 

a number of wireless stations, which may be either fixed or mo- 
bile, use the central base station (B)  to communicate with the 
outside world. To derive the distribution of the inter-arrival times 
at B ,  we first start with the simple case where all nodes send only 
data packets and receive only ACK packets. In other words, we 
assume uni-directional data transfer. The duration for which the 
channel is busy when a data packet is successfully transmitted 
can be calculated as 

TI = DIFS + 3SIFS + TRTS’ + TCTS + T L ~  + Tack (9) 

where TRTS, TCTS, TL,  and rack correspond to the transmission 
times of RTS, CTS. data packet of length L1 bits and the MAC 
layer achowledgment packet. Note that TL,  is given by TL,  = 
$. Similarly, the time to successfully transmit an ACK packet is 
given by 

(IO) Tz = DIFS + 3SIFS + TRTS + TCTS + TL? +Tack 

with T L ~  = %. Additionally, in the case of a collision, the chan- 
nel stays busy for a duration of Tc before contending nodes start 
decrementing their backoff counters again. This duration corre- 
sponds to a DIFS period and TRTS when the RTS messages from 
the colliding nodes overlap. Thus 

Tc = DIFS + T ~ S  (11) 

The arrival of data packets and the departure of ACK packets 
at node B from the wireless medium form a sequence of events as 
shown in Figure 3. The inter-arrival times at B correspond to the 
difference of the arrival instants of two successive data packets 
which can vary depending on the number of ACK packets which 
arrive between them. Now, since we have N I  and NZ data and 
ACK packets respectively, the probabilities pI and p2 that any 
arbitrary arrival at node B is a data or ACK packet respectively 
are given by 

The presence of each ACK packet adds a time of TZ seconds to 
the interarrival time while the first of the two data packets under 
consideration adds TI seconds. The expected value of the contri- 
bution due to the back-off slots associated with each ACK packet 
is given by E [ M ]  obtained using Eqn. (7). Then. the probabil- 
ity that we wait for T seconds between two successive arrivals at 
node B is given by 

Pr{T=t}=p‘(l-p)j+IpldPr{M=k} (13) 

where 

t = T ~ + j T z + i T , + ( i + j ) E [ M ] + k A ,  (14) 

A represents the width of a back-off slot in seconds and i 2 0, 
j 2 0 and 1 2 k 2 CW,.,. The term p i  in the expression ac- 
counts for the increase in the interarrival times by i(Tc + E [ M ] )  
in the case of i consecutive collisions. The term PI& denotes 
the probability of j ACK packets being forwarded by B before 
receiving a data packet. Each of these j ACKs adds (Tz + E [ M ] )  
seconds to the interarrival time. The final term Pr{M = k} de- 
notes the probability of having k back-off slots before the data 
packet transmission begins once the sender senses that the chan- 
nel is idle for a DIFS. Note that the same value of t can be ob- 
tained through a number of possible choices of i, j and k and 
the probability corresponding to each of these cases should be 
summed up obtain the probability of an interval having a length 
of t .  

The generalization of the above model to consider the case 
when the user nodes are allowed to transmit as well as receive 
data can be done through the derivations in the next sub-section 
which considers the intermediate nodes in an ad hoc network. 

B. Ad Hoc Networks 

We now consider the ad hoc network of Figure 2 (b) and re- 
lax the unidirectional data flow assumption to allow bidirectional 
traffic at the nser nodes. With bi-directional h-amc. a passible se- 
quence of packet arrivals and departures from node B is Shown in 
Figure 4. In this case, inter-arrivals can correspond to successive 
arrivals of the following possible order of packets: ( I )  data, data 
(2) data, ACK (3) ACK, data and (4) ACK, ACK. 

Let NI and NZ be the number of data and ACK packets be 
successfully forwarded by the users and other intermediate nodes 
to node B. Assuming no buffer overflows, the probability that 
any point of time, node B is receiving data or ACK packets, p1 
a n d h  respectively, and the probability that it is forwarding data 
or ACK packets, ps  and p4 respectively. is then given by 

Now, if the first of the two arrivals constituting an interarrival is 
a data packet. it adds TI seconds to the interarrival time while 
an ACK packet adds TZ seconds. Each data or ACK packet for- 
warded by node B between the two arrivals constituting the in- 
teranival adds another TI + EIM] or TZ + E(M] seconds respec- 
tively while any collision adds TC + E[M] seconds. Then, the 
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probability that we wait for T seconds between two successive 
arrivals at node B is given by 

dpidPr{ M = k}] ACK packet 

where 

[(i + l)T1 + jTz + ITc+ 
(i + j  + I )E(M] + kA] 
[ ( j  + 1 ) ~ z  + i ~ 1 +  ~TC+ first arrival: ("1 
(i + j  + 1)E[M] + kA] 

where i 2 0, j 2 0: I 2 0 and 1 2 k 2 CW,,.. The term 
pi in Eqn. (16) represents 1 successive data or ACK packet trans- 
missions attempted unsuccessfully before a second packet is cor- 
rectly received at node B. These add 1(Tc + E[M]  seconds to 
the interarrival time. The terms $& F d  + represent the 
probability that the first of the two amvals constitutmg the inter- 
arrival is a data or ACK packet respectively. T h i s  adds TI or T2 
seconds to the interarrival'time. The term pip'4 corresponds to 
cases where i data and j ACK packets are forwarded by node N 
between the two arrival contributing iTl + jT, + (e.+ j ) E [ M ]  
seconds. Finally, the term Pr{M = k} denotes the probability of 
having k back-off slots before the data or ACK packet transmis- 
sion corresponding to the second arrival begins. 

The model can also be extended to h d  the interarrival times 
considering the arrivals from only the data or ACK packets in 
the stream. For the case when we consider only the data pack- 
ets arrivals to constitute the arrival process, the probability mass 
function for the interarrival time can be expressed as 

first arrival: 
data packet 

ACKpacket 

t =  { 

Pr{T = t }  =p'(l -p)'+'+"'+'plp3,p!&Pr{M = k} (18) 

where 

t = (1+1)Ti+(j+m)Tz+iTc+(i+j+I+m)E[M]+kA (19) 

where i 2 0, j 2 0, 1 2 k 2 CW,,,, I 2 0 and m 2 0. 
A simple modification to Eqn. (18) allows us to model the case 
when we consider only the ACK arrivals at B to constitute our 
arrival process. The interarrival time mass function is given by 

Pr{T = t }  = p ( 1 -  p)p;p32p;pyPr{M = k} (20) 

where 

t = ( i + 1 ) T i t ( j + n t ) T z + ( i + j + l + m - l ) E [ M ] + k A  (21) 

where j >_ 1,i >_ 0, 1 2 k >_ CW,,,, 1 2 Oandm >_ 0. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

To verify our analytic models we conducted extensive simula- 
tions using the ns-2 simulator for the topologies shown in Figure 
5.  Node BNI can be considered as the base station B of Section 
111-A and the intermediate node B in Section Ill-B. The results 

(b) Ad hoc network 

Fig. 5 .  Simulation topologies: (a) BSS wiIh i"f"cture (b) ad hoc nelwork. 
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TABLE I 
SIMULATION SETTINOS 

presented in this section correspond to the traces and statistics 
collected at node BNl. For both topologies, we consider the fol- 
lowing scenarios: ( I )  40 sources and (2) 10 sources. In our simu- 
lations models, the nodes have no mobility. The sources use TCP- 
as the transport protocol and the data packet size was 1000 bytes 
while the ACK packets were 40 bytes long. Each simulation was 
run for 3600 seconds of simulated time. The interface queues 
used a Droptail policy with a queue length of SO packets. All the 
simulation results reported use DSDV [7] as the routing protocol. 
However, we have also verified our results with another routing 
protocol, DSR [6] ,  and the results we got match the ones reported 
in this paper for DSDV. All sources and receivers have an Om- 
niAntenna of height 1.5m and transmitter and receiver gains of 
1. All other parameter settings for these simulations are given in 
Table I .  

Figure 6(a) shows the interarrival time distribution at node 
BN 1 when the interarrival process corresponds to just the the data 
packet arrivals. These results correspond to the topology shown 
in Figure S(b). The figure also shows the analytic results as given 
by Eqn. (18) and we note the close match with the simulation re- 
sults. The first peak corresponds to two TCP packets coming next 
to each other while the next two peaks signify cases where we 
have one or two ACK packets between the TCP packet, respec- 
tively. Figure 6@) shows the interarrival times when we consider 
both TCP and ACK packets to constitute the arrival process. The 
analytic model, which again shows a close match to the simula- 
tion results is expressed in Eqn. (16). Note that in this case the 
first peaks appear much earlier and correspond to back to back 
ACK packets. The smaller peaks correspond to the increase in 
interarrival times due to the ACK and TCP packets being for- 
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Fig. 6. htemrrivd times for ad hoc and inhaslmcture based -less network. 

warded by the node. 
In Figure 6(c) we show the interarrival time distribution at the 

base station BSI of the topology shown in Figure 5(a). The an- 
alytic model corresponds to Eqn. (13) and the arrival process at 
BNI comesponds to the TCP packets being received. We note 
that there are more peaks in this case with the first peak corre- 
sponding to two TCP packets being received back to back. Ihe  
subsequent 4 discemible peaks correspond to I ,  2. 3 or 4 ACK 
packets arriving between two data packets. 

The most sigruficant observation from these figures is the pac- 
ing or clustering of the interarrival times around various modes in 
the distribution. The times TI and Tz associated with the trans- 
mission times and the inter-mingling of the reception and for- 
warding events at the base station or intermediate node leads to 
the formation of these peaks. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we studied the implications of IEEE 802. I 1  MAC 

protocol on the traffic characteristics of a wireless network. We 
developed an analytic model to characterize the interarriml time 
distribution of packets arriving at the base station of a wireless 
BSS or the intermediate nodes acting as routers in ad hoc net- 
works. Our model was validated using extensive ns-2 simula- 
tions. 

The main result of our analytic model and the simulation re- 
sults in its support is to show the pacing of traffic induced by 
the 802.11 MAC protocol. The resulting interarrival times have 
a multimodal distribution with the position of the peaks deter- 
mined by the transmission times associated with packets of dif- 
ferent sizes. This has serious implications for designing inter- 
face buffers at wireless nodes and traditional traffic models can 

no longer he used to evaluate performance. Our model provides 
a basis for further performance studies and accurate analysis of 
802.11 based networks. 
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